IVO KLEMES
Abstract.
It is proved that ||/*||Bmo < II/IIbmo-where /* is the decreasing rearrangement of a function/ s BMO([0,1]). A generalization is given, as well as an example, showing the result fails for the symmetric decreasing rearrangement of a function on the circle.
In this paper we prove that (•) I|/*I|bmo<II/IIbmo, where/* is the decreasing rearrangement of the function/: [0,1] -» R. The sharp constant one in this inequality refines a result contained in Theorem 3.1 of [1] . We also indicate generalizations, and finally mention symmetric decreasing rearrangement oh the circle, for which ( * ) fails. The author has a proof which involves writing the integrals in terms of distribution functions of the kind m(X) = ftt:f{t)-a>\)r\Ef ~ a an(l using integration by parts. We can choose £(A) = Xp, 1 < p < oo, G(X) = 1 and, using the same set £ as in our earlier argument, obtain ( * ) with exponent p in place of 1.
We now consider functions of bounded mean oscillation on the circle 7 = R/2wZ.
For/G BMO(7) define 11/11 = sup j-j \f~fj\, j \A jj where J ranges over all intervals in 7. Let /* denote the symmetric decreasing rearrangement of/. Making use of ( * ), it can be shown that ||/*|| < 2||/||. However, there are functions / such that ||/*|| > ||/||. We give an example, omitting the computations.
Define/(0) = /(l) = /(-l) = 0, /(|) = /(-}) = 1 and interpolate linearly for the remaining 9 g [--n, -n]. Then/* is the piecewise linear function with corners (-1,0), (0,1), (1,0), and it can be shown that ||/#|| > ||/||.
The failure of the inequality ||/*|| < ||/|| is due to the fact that the supremum ||/#|| may be achieved for an interval J on which/* is not monotone. This makes it possible to construct an (equimeasurable) "perturbation"/for which ||/|| < ||/*|| (as in the above example).
We conclude with two problems: (1) For/g BMO(7) are there any equimeasurable rearrangements g for which ||g|| is minimal? If so, describe them.
(2) What is the best constant c such that ||/*|| < c||/|| for all/ g BMO(7)? Acknowledgements. I want to thank Professor T. H. Wolff for suggesting the problems in this paper and pointing out the relevance of the rising sun lemma. The basic covering strategy was motivated by the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [1] . I also want to acknowledge the referee's suggestion to concentrate the presentation on the case p = \.
